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The Situation
Since its founding in 1886 as a simple spice stand at the side of the road, Treatt has been
making the world taste and smell a little better. And while spices last a long time, they don’t last
forever. The same became true of Treatt’s IT infrastructure—they had hit the expiration date.
With a traditional SAN infrastructure containing disparate servers, networks, and storage,
everything was maintained—or upgraded—separately. The 8-gig network and storage system
had turned into a bottleneck and impacted everyone—production people, sales, even admin
staff. It was time to find a new flavor.

The Problem
● Disparate infrastructure made for complex maintenance and upgrade processes
● Network bottlenecks were slowing everyone down—the entire business was impacted
● Working in central Florida with no DR plan was a catastrophe waiting to happen

Nutanix to the Rescue
Reasons Treatt chose Nutanix:
● Hyperconvergence offered the best of both worlds—speed and reliability were incredible
● Nutanix installation process consisted of pressing a few buttons and taking lunch
● The potential to ditch all VM licensing could help significantly save on costs

The Impact
● Single management interface removed all the complexities of maintenance and upgrades
● Speed improvements were enormous—every team felt, and loved, the changes
● With a rock-solid DR plan now in place—one cloud in the sky no longer caused a panic
Even though Treatt isn’t a name you’re likely to hear frequently, they’re still an organization
likely to provide some spice in your life—literally. With hyperconvergence in place, Treatt is now
an organization feeling a bit bored with their IT infrastructure—and couldn’t be happier about it.
Faster networking, better storage, and a massive improvement to DR all mean the flavors have
really come together—and should last a long time.

Brent Gay
Network Engineer at Treatt

“

I believe Nutanix understands that we are not in the
business of IT infrastructure and because of that,
the end result was seamless in every way.

“

Nutanix has given us room to grow, regardless of
the needs and workloads of our individual
locations.

Brent Gay
Network Engineer at Treatt

